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Cybersupremacy: The New Face and Form of White Supremacist

Activism
R. Sophie Statzel

In 1994, ex-Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan Don Black foresaw the coming of two
revolutions and placed himself firmly in the midst of both. The first revolution he
correctly foresaw as the rise of the Internet and its impact on everything from social
movements to media transmission. Black’s dream and life mission, however, was
geared to his second imagined revolution, that of white nationalism and the creation
of an international movement successfully rearticulating racial politics on a national
and global level. Attempting to harness the power of the cyber-revolution to fulfill
the promise of the white nationalist one, Black created stormfront.org, transmitting
“White Pride World Wide” and successfully, continually increasing membership and
reach.
While the cyber-revolution is in full force, the white nationalist movement has
slowly fomented and expanded, though far less publicly. Since its founding as a tiny
electronic bulletin board connecting a handful of dedicated, entrenched white supremacists, Stormfront has grown into a global electronic meeting ground and achieved a
level of activity placing it in the top 1 pre cent of all Internet sites. In January 2007,
they boasted over one hundred thousand white nationalist cyberactivist members with
an average of more than seventy new members joining daily. Just over half of the
membership is located in the United States with the rest spread out over a dozen
countries (see figure 18.1). These membership numbers, though striking, actually fail
to reflect the real popularity and use of the site; at any given time there are likely a
few hundred members and often thousands of guests perusing the bulletin boards.
Featuring fifty separate subcategories from “Dating Advice” and “Stormfront South
Africa” to “Philosophy and Ideology,” tens of thousands of people visit the bulletin
boards each day, reading posts and publishing comments to the million-plus threads
that explore everything related to white nationalism.
When I first encountered Stormfront I understood it as a highly marginal fringe
group, and as an antiracist scholar I became interested in studying the site not out
of a fear of any real threats posed by the site itself, but out of an interest in studying
the white supremacist fringe as a strategy for better understanding broader white
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Figure 18.1
Stormfront.org main page

supremacy. Yet, as I’ve seen the site expand in membership numbers and organizing
savvy, I’ve come to understand the Stormfront as posing a serious threat of possible
political futures, both in its ability to galvanize and organize a certain type of discontent among white folks as well as what this success reveals about broader political
trends on- and off-line.
In this article my intention is to use Stormfront as a case study to better explore the
limits and possibilities of democratic practices online, particularly tactical media. As
such, this article is not simply a study of a radical group, but an analysis of a particular
online nationalist mobilization that also attends to the theoretical questions and challenges this movement poses to democratic theory and our understandings of tactical
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media. By exploring the political implications of white nationalist online organizing,
my aim is to problematize the common assumption that resistance to dominant
modes of power is intrinsically connected with democratic principles and practices or
desires for liberation. I argue that Stormfront is an example of tactical media, and
therefore the movement frames itself in opposition to dominant modes of power. Yet
clearly the oppositional vision mobilized on Stormfront fails to invite democratic possibilities or redress inequalities, attempting instead to affirm a racial hierarchy. This is
accomplished through the mobilization of racial sentiments and subjectivities in the
protection of a perceived morally superior white identity that is threatened by the
current dominant social and cultural order. As a nationalist movement, white nationalism focuses on constructing and policing an imagined community defined by exclusion. It is a community or public that only engages in antagonistic politics. A significant
aspect of the white nationalist political project is precisely this creation of a shared,
racial, imagined community, tactically constructed and connected through a tapestry
of online and off-line practices. While some of the practices are defined as traditionally
political, such campaigns and mobilizations targeting specific people, policies, or corporations, we need to expand our understanding of the political to include the imaginative frame from which political practices emerge. Recognizing political praxis as
stemming from historically located cultural imaginaries and passions, and not from a
precultural rationality, means the inclusion of imaginative frames within our definition of the political. Tactical interventions and pedagogies that influence this imaginative frame are thus part of broader political mobilizations.
The two revolutions imagined by Don Black—white nationalism and the transformation of politics and publics through the new media possibilities in cyberspace—are
best understood when analyzed together. The contemporary white nationalist movement is dependent on new media for its success and its existence and can only be
understood through an analysis of the movement’s engagement with tactical media.
On the other hand, I argue that exploring the political passions that steer the white
nationalist movement increases our understanding of the limitations and possibilities
of new media and political activism. Exploring the relations between these two
imagined revolutions is actually productive in attempting to understand both. Though
“the ‘Internet’ revolution may be over,”1 there is far less consensus as to the nature
and impacts of this revolution. Has it provided a rupture with or extension of previous
political forms and identities? Does it divert or enhance democratic potential?
Are new identities and publics produced through computer-mediated communication
or are off-line identities reinforced through online practices? While often seen in
binary or potentially oppositional terms, the distinction between “the real world” and
“virtual reality” is often actually quite blurred. And, when it comes to questions of
“power, politics, and structural relations” it is argued that “cyberspace is as real as it
gets.”2
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While tactical media is defined as opposing interventions of power into the intimate
realm, there are multiple understandings of what constitutes undesirable interventions
of power and simultaneously vast number of forms that such opposition takes. There
seems to be a tension in understanding tactical media: does the mobilization of
passions, the creation of new social relations, and the nurturance of oppositional
subjectivities count as political activity or do these act as diversions away from the
real of political engagement? When applied to antiliberatory activism this raises provocative questions. It is important to take heed of Jodi Dean’s (chapter 3, this volume)
caution about the possibility of allowing a fantasy of political participation obscure a
reality of circuitous, self-contained transfers of information which the Web can facilitate. However, Stormfront highlights another reading of the possibilities of tactical
engagements of new media. To appreciate these politics requires rethinking how we
actually understand the political. Jodi Dean quotes Shirkley, writing on the disparity
between Howard Dean’s on- and off-line campaign success: “When you’re communing
with like-minded souls, you feel (emphasis in original) like you’re accomplishing
something by arguing out the smallest details of your perfect future world, while the
imperfect and actual world takes no notice, as is its custom” (Dean, chap. 3, this
volume). Yet, this emphasis on feeling takes on new significance when considering a
cyber-supremacist online community as opposed to the online dimension of a political
campaign, where the mobilization of sentiments creates imagined worlds as its
politics.
From this perspective it appears that “communicative capitalism,” Dean’s description of the communicative and political implications of the current economic order,
may facilitate easier political mobilizations for antidemocratic aims which are organized specifically around sentiments and subjective attachments. I assert that the
politics articulated on Stormfront consist not of specific campaigns or demands for
change, but in this tactical stirring of racial sentiments for the purposes of constructing an imagined white public which must band together against racialized and sexualized others who fall outside the purview of the imagined political community. The
white nationalist movement is a clear example of a Schmittian politics of the mutual
construction of friend and foe. While the racialized public or imagined community
of Stormfront is a radical vision for our contemporary moment, the vision is a historically precedented one. Exploring the historical role of race in riving political imaginaries and practices raises important questions about the very possibilities of democratic
politics today. Between a Schmittian vision of the antagonistic politics of friend and
enemy and a liberal vision which fails to recognize the importance of struggle and
disagreement in political practice, Chantal Mouffe articulates the importance for
democratic practices to engage in agonism, where difference is seen in the language
of opposition and struggle and not enmity and war. Yet, exploring the construction
of the nationalist public complicates Mouffe’s call for agonistic politics for it shows
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that the idea of the public sphere requires a simultaneous construction of an imagined
public, constituted through practices and media representation. Race constructs the
boundaries of the imagined public sphere not only in white nationalism, but also
hauntingly shapes many conservative and liberal understandings of the public.
Through this exposition of Stormfront as a site of tactical media I explore several
questions about the role of tactical media, race, and political passions in the construction of publics and politics. This exploration of the tactics used and the racial sentiments mobilized within the white nationalist movement provides insights for
progressive, prodemocratic activists and scholars to counter their success and better
understand the possibility of tactical media and political resistance.
Stormfront as Tactical Media
Don Black contends that Stormfront is not a supremacist Web site, arguing instead
that it is focused on racial pride, yet it is solidly the product of a supremacist history.
When describing his decision to leave the KKK and start Stormfront, Black admits that
the Klan has “a reputation for random and senseless violence that it can never really
overcome, and we could never on any large scale attract the kind of people that we
wanted.”3 Along with other ex-KKK leaders such as David Duke, Black has worked to
reframe white supremacist activism in a more palatable form. Instead of focusing on
explicit white supremacy, movement members use the term “white pride” to describe
their politics, as though their movement is simply about pride and not supremacy.
When asked if his views on race had changed since being in the KKK, Black responded,
“Well, everybody’s views change somewhat, but, no, my basic ideology and philosophy is pretty much the same. My views are essentially the same as they were in the
seventies. The tactics, however, are different.”4 This tactical shift includes changes in
message and medium, however the heart of white nationalist organizing remains
consistent with the goals of traditional white-supremacist organizing.
Stormfront is itself an established Web site with over a dozen-year history and was
created by activists as a strategy for building and expanding the white nationalist
movement. Though part of a movement and thus part of a broader political strategy,
the site is organized as a tactical space for building an imagined political community.
It is thus a constructed space of tactical media, a networked space where discourse
circulates and tactical things happen. The site represents tactical media at its finest.
It is a space where the medium is perfectly meshed with the possible strategies available to the movement. As a senior moderator of Stormfront writes to a member
across the country, “It is the White man’s friend . . . the World Wide Web . . . that
makes it possible for me in Louisiana to talk to you in California through a server
administered in Florida in order to get Mr. Duke’s works to you and share this
experience with our kinsmen all over the world.”5 As the connectivity of cyberspace
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diminishes the significance of physical distance, white nationalists have succeeded in
connecting a variety of local disparate groups into the beginnings of an international
movement.
A key aspect of the site is its role as an alternative new venue. Black describes the
goal of Stormfront as follows: “Our mission is to provide information not available in
the controlled news media and to build a community of White activists working for
the survival of our people.”6 The white-nationalist strategy is not geared to immediate
political campaigns, for leaders know that they currently lack the political base to
realistically impact the political process. This has not always been the case. Stormfront
traces its origins to a dial-up bulletin board started in 1990 to facilitate David Duke’s
Louisiana senate campaign coordination (where he won over 60 pre cent of the white
vote according to exit polls, yet lost the election). As the Internet has expanded,
developed, and become more accessible to a larger audience, Black and others have
helped to continually reshape the site to maximize its potential to both reach more
people and to create a political base.
Stormfront leaders recognize that because of changes in public consciousness in the
post–Civil Rights era traditional white-supremacist tactics including the open advocacy of racial violence will likely fail. To create a more viable message, Stormfront is
a place for members to coach each other on a reworked approach to white supremacy.
Site leaders are well aware of their marginality, unpopularity, and of the continual
surveillance they are under from law enforcement agencies and watchdog groups. In
Black’s “Guidelines for posting,” a photo of a business-suit-clad Black accompanies
instructions to members on how to professionalize the image of the movement. He
coaches members to “avoid racial epithets,” to “make an effort to use proper spelling,
grammar and capitalization (no ALL-CAPS posts),” and to otherwise keep the conversation as professional as possible. Often using racially coded language and photos
attached to stories of violent crime, members play on racist fears of violence by people
of color and feelings of racial superiority by whites while often restraining from using
racial expletives and calls for violent action. If a member disobeys these rules and
posts a comment that either calls for overt violence or illegal activity, the post is
deleted by a moderator within a short time.
This strategy of toning down extreme messages and expanding a base through the
use of new media is historically precedented in the rise of National Socialism, an ideology prominent on Stormfront. It seems clear that many of the leaders of the movement have studied Hitler’s ascent to power and are attempting to apply his strategies.
Hitler himself praised the invention of the loudspeaker for its ability to increase one
man’s audience from hundreds to tens of thousands and stated, “Without the loudspeaker we would never have conquered Germany.”7 He also learned to drastically
tone down the anti-Semitism at the core of his ideology and shifted focus to praising
and defending the Volk while simultaneously working with others to change public
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consciousness to accept anti-Semitism. White nationalists are employing similar strategies, utilizing the most advanced technology to reach the most members while shifting
their language and ideas to best match their audience.
In arguing that Stormfront is an example of tactical media I am also arguing, given
Renzi’s definition, that it is resisting certain modalities of power, particularly power
which acts on “people’s innermost sense of individuality” (chapter 2, this volume).
As a supremacist movement, it seems counterintuitive to make the argument that it
is also mobilizing against power, but this indeed is my position. First, central to the
white nationalist imaginary is the classic anti-Semitic conspiracy that Jews are in
control of the media and the government. White nationalist training begins with an
introduction to ZOG, white supremacist shorthand for Zionist Occupation Government, a powerful conspiracy that argues that the government and the mainstream
media are under the control of an ideologically cohesive Jewish supremacy. In addition
to this conspiracy of marginality, awareness of being under constant surveillance by
the FBI and the fact that many of their leaders are currently residing in jail is used as
evidence that the movement is fighting a racist power structure which oppresses
whites.
In this conspiracy, the popular media are operating under an anti-white mission. A
prominent article on the site “Who Rules America?” begins: “There is no greater power
in the world today than that wielded by the manipulators of public opinion in
America. No king or pope of old, no conquering general or high priest ever disposed
of a power even remotely approaching that of the few dozen men who control
America’s mass media of news and entertainment.”8 A persuasive argument is laid out
about how the mass media create “our image of the world and then tell us what to
think about that image.”9 The article concludes that all of this massive influence is
really controlled by a handful of Jews. The most popular section of Stormfront is
consistently “Newslinks and Articles” where TV and newspaper stories are circulated
and commented upon with a white nationalist spin. The most popularly
circulated thread in this section is the “Ethnic Crime Report,” where news stories are
circulated about violent crimes purportedly committed by people of color against
whites. Consistently throughout this thread members post stories and comment on
the race of victims and perpetrators, including pictures whenever possible to bolster
racial stereotypes. These pictures and stories provide the “evidence” circulated on the
site that a race war is already in effect, where people of color are consistently and
randomly maiming, murdering, and attacking whites. This thread has been in development for five years and is updated daily. Additional news links cover a broad array
of what appears in the popular press, but respun with a white-nationalist flair. In this
way members are consistently communing with each other and broader society as
they are appropriating images and narratives circulating in the dominant press in ways
that bolster their conspiratorial ideas about white racial persecution.
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Throughout the site it is argued that the popular media devalue white identity, fostering white guilt and racial shame. In the active participation in constructing whiteempowered media, either through discourse with other members or appropriating and
commenting on stories from the popular media, members are constantly defending
and constructing a newly empowered racial self. Participation on this site, with the
construction of their own media commentaries within this broader cyber community,
is a way for members to assert a new racial subjectivity. And race in these chat boards
means far more than phenotype alone. Members articulate a set vision of the white
nation as a moral community in their chat, connecting strict, heterosexual gender
roles, a focus on childrearing and the patriarchal family, with a white racial identity.
Members comment that feminists and homosexuals are not welcome on the site or
in the movement.
Growing Threats
Although it may be comforting to think of this movement as a marginal, nonsensical
group of radical haters, the reality is that they are a group daily increasing in numbers.
When I first began monitoring Stormfront in July of 2004, the Web site had recently
celebrated its achievement of reaching a membership of 34,000. Today the site has
almost three times as many members and additional daily readers in the tens of thousands. Two years ago the record for most site observers at one time was 865 users,
today that number is 4,500 and it is common to have over fifteen hundred users
perusing the site at any given time. The movement is successfully harnessing the
power of the Internet not only to share information but also to increase membership.
The successful, continual expansion of Stormfront’s membership counters early assessments that online recruiting had little potential for extremist groups.10
Concomitant to the rise of white nationalist online organizing has been a surprising
increase in off-line activism as well. The Ku Klux Klan actually succeeded in making
a rebound in 2005, with new chapters forming in almost every region of the United
States. It is noteworthy that this new organizing facilitates rapid increases in membership of new groups as well as increasing similarities between the various white supremacist groups, with KKK, neo-Nazi, and racist skinheads sharing ideological orientations,
aesthetic styles (music and dress), and cooperating together.11 The broad circulation
of anti-immigrant discourse in the popular press and political debate is certainly
fueling this movement, but the increasing collaborations across ideologies and group
affiliations off-line seems to correlate with the sharing of information and strategies
online. This paper is based solely on monitoring online activity and thus cannot
definitively assess this relationship between on- and off-line practices and politics.
This relationship, however, remains a question of ongoing concern and calls for
further studies.
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While several organizations track the activity on white nationalist and white
supremacist Web sites, this does little to uncover and challenge the racial stereotypes
built up over generations of white supremacy. Particularly when national debates fuel
racist sentiments, challenging white supremacy is a difficult task. Since the September
11 attacks on the World Trade Center and the subsequent targeting of Muslims as
terrorists or threatening outsiders, racist Web sites and organizations have grown
exponentially. A 2005 study by the Southern Poverty Law Center documents more
than eight hundred hate groups operating in the United States, a rise of over 30
pre cent since 2000.12 Additionally, national Republican-led anti-immigration debates
have done much to blame economic instability on Latino immigrants, inflaming
xenophobia. And, when the president of the United States takes over six years to meet
with the country’s largest civil rights organization, treating people of color as a fringe
political group, we are far from a national dialogue on racism that will do anything
to make white-supremacist organizing more difficult.
Welcome to Stormfront
Those unfamiliar with this emerging movement will be surprised at the diversity of
members and interests represented. Die-hard National Socialists, Christian Identity
enthusiasts, Hitler brides, young skinheads, Pagans, housewives, computer nerds, rural
farmers, and city dwellers are all united by the feeling that whiteness and white people
are imperiled. Across a great divide of ideology, religion/spiritual practices, class positions, ages, and actual locations the bulletin boards of Stormfront house a plethora of
arguments and insecurities about the changing nature of racial politics and identity
in the contemporary West (see figure 18.2).
The website has numerous simultaneous functions: 1) an international electronic
meeting ground for a diverse group of white supremacist/separatist/nationalist activists to discuss philosophy and strategy, 2) an alternative news venue to distribute news
of interest, a recruitment, outreach, and educational tool, and 3) a place to vent animosity at those who disagree with the movement (one of the most popular sections
of the site is consistently the “Opposing Views” forum, where members argue their
cause with those dubbed “antis,” a term covering anyone who disagrees with the
movement). Members create signature quotes that end their posts with links to all of
the major white supremacist organizations and regional white nationalist groups,
including: http://www.sigrdrifa.net/, National Socialist links, and links about Hitler,
the white power organization Blood and Honor, various Ku Klux Klan sites, and every
other major and most minor white supremacist/separatist sites. Members thus represent a wide variety of racist organizations and ideologies.
Stormfront is also much more than a loosely organized set of bulletin boards. The
site is not organized for an anonymous, presumed audience, but carefully calculates
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Figure 18.2
Stormfront.org forum threads

and tracks readership and documents exactly what and who is popular, read, and
responded to. The entire site is carefully orchestrated for maximum tactical effect for
both transmitting information and building community. Through self-selected avatars,
signature quotes, and the posting of their location or region of residence, members
are able to create cyber-identities which do not feel anonymous even as they retain
anonymity. Members can create cyber-identities which convey information about
their personalities and interests while not disclosing their actual names or places of
residence. The site also incorporates a variety of efforts to create the feeling of a community. It tracks numbers of postings by member, allows members to rank the quality
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Figure 18.3
Stormfront.org community statistics

of a thread (noted by a series of stars along the thread), and shows the number of
views for each thread. The main page is consistently updated to show total membership numbers, overall page hits, and the number of people currently viewing each
section of the site, demonstrating to members and visitors that they are not alone in
their searches, readings, and ramblings (see figure 18.3). The main page also includes
“Today’s Birthdays” which lists individual members and often the age they are turning.
They are connected to an online radio station that airs music as well as five whitenationalist news and talk shows each day, including regular commentaries by David
Duke. Members can keep “buddy lists” that display which members on their lists are
currently online and also provide instant private messaging between members. The
site is thus geared toward constructing an imagined community for its members. The
site also serves to connect with off-line practices in a variety of ways, including a
thorough “activist” section discussing strategies and tactics, postings of local events,
a popular dating section, and announcements of national and regional conferences
and gatherings.
Take for instance the exchange between “Zoe” and “fightforwhitey” shown in figure
18.4, which demonstrates many of the tactics used on Stormfront to foster an online
community . We can see several things happening here. First, the avatars chosen by
each member convey an idealized racial image that also serves to personalize the posts,
making their screen presence highly personal. We also see when each became a
member, how many posts they have authored, either their physical location or some
coded description of their location, and whether or not they are currently online.
Within their posts members can easily include a variety of smilies and vbcode to add
emphasis and set the tone of the text. The signatures further personalize the posts as
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they provide information about the individual’s passions or politics with quotes or
links to various organizations. This exchange was part of a thread that began with
photos of another member’s (Mrs. Badger) birth and new baby. In less than one month
this thread received over sixty posts which all echo the highly congratulatory tone of
these two, praising Mrs. Badger’s strength and commenting on how beautiful her
family is. This is far from an anonymous exchange.
The Web site succeeds in creating a personalized space where members can create
actual connections with each other, even while retaining their anonymity if they so
desire. This potential anonymity on the Internet provides white-supremacist groups
with a significant boon as it lessens the pressure for self-censorship common today
for whites around expressions of racist thought. An unintended consequence of the
dominant culture of liberal multiculturalism’s stigmatization of racism is the foreclosure of honest discussion by whites about their fears and concerns associated with
shifts in racial identity and privilege. The lack of broader conversations about race and
racism sadly leaves anonymous online spaces such as Stormfront as one of the few
spaces where whites can openly grapple with their concerns about race without fear
of personal stigma or embarrassment. This leaves Stormfront as a space ideally suited
for educating others and gaining new recruits for a cause typically scorned in the
broader public. While it is commonly asserted by scholars that most whites espouse
some amount of white nationalist sentiment,13 the dominant “color-blind” discourse
on race today ensures that white nationalist activists must often help other whites
develop a racial consciousness to gain new recruits. “Racially aware” is Stormfront
shorthand for describing the development of a white-nationalist consciousness.
Members frequently discuss their “awakening,” which also provides the title of David
Duke’s famous autobiography, My Awakening. The site is a space of education, not only
through the sharing of information, but also through the mobilization of residual
racist sentiments, making participation in a racist community seem desirable. This is
a sentimental education that emphasizes feelings and subjective attachments that fuel
the site. It must not be seen as a displacement of off-line politics, but a tactical use of
online media to build the possibility of achieving off-line political impacts for a community of political interests that currently lacks viability, visibility, and cohesion.
Given the difficulty of politically mobilizing a set of ideas as stigmatized as white
nationalism, it is significant that a precursor to effective political engagement is
validation, education, and consolidation of a political base.
The Cyber Revolution: Reality and Virtual Reality
Numerous utopian visions frame cyberspace as transcending the divisions that structure our “real world” relations, though off-line positionality often frames online activity. Regarding questions of race, the “internet is a place where race happens: even in
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the absence of users of color, images of race and racialism proliferate in cyberspace.”14
Much of the cyber-studies literature fails to address this. Mark Hansen argues that the
Internet allows for racial passing. He writes, “the suspension of the social category of
visibility in online environments transforms the meaning of race in a fundamental
way. . . . it also permits a certain play with racial signifiers that, in my opinion, can
and does yield something positive.”15 Yet all too often experiments with fluid subjectivity online result in racialized appropriations through the use of racialized avatars
in chatrooms and bulletin boards and the playing out of racial fantasies in online
gaming.16 Such dreams of online sociality and identity as divorced from racialized
processes only helps to obscure the ways that these inscriptions are constantly carried
into cyber-activity. Even in attempts at creating nonracist spaces (McPherson 2000)
or at challenging racism (Gonzalez 2000), racist patterns and relations tend to structure
the attempts at subverting them. Although the Internet surely provides the possibility
of interpellating new identities and subjectivities, we do not lose our real-world histories and identities when we go online. As Tara McPherson writes of white Southerners’ investments in neo-Confederate Web sites, they “seem relatively unconcerned
with the prosthetic nature of cyber-communication.”17 She writes, “For these cyberrebels, reconstructing Dixie and its citizens is not about play at all; rather, it is a very
serious battle over demands of place, race, and identity.”18 Asserting racial identities
online in this case is then an explicitly political act. Similar to Dean’s argument that
the imaginary of the global serves to dismiss political differences, subsuming race
under the banner of a new globalism or “virtual ethnicity” belies the trenchant nature
of race and racism. Arguments that cyber-practices create identities no longer tied to
the body obscure the way that race and racism continue to structure cyberspace not
only in white-supremacist Web sites but often in attempts at creating nonracist and
antiracist spaces.
Cyber scholarship is now increasingly recognizing that “the Internet is not growing
apart from the world, but to the contrary is increasingly embedded in it.”19 Wilson
and Peterson (2002) go so far as to challenge “that the distinction between real and
imagined or virtual community is not a useful one,” and instead assert that the analysis should focus on “contextualized identities” that recognize contingent and historically situated relations shape online identities.20 In noting the ways that off-line
identities shape their cyber counterparts, they list the continued influence of the state
in censuring data and structural inequalities in constraining access. However, when
thinking about the relations between on- and off-line political mobilizations it is also
important to consider the limitations of real-world constraints on political imaginaries. Specifically regarding race, while the abstracted nature of computer-mediated
communication allows for the creation of cyber-communities not demarcated by race,
can our political sensibilities be radically transformed when our material reality is still
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organized by race? While the civil rights movement has changed the discourse on race
and succeeded in stigmatizing racism, segregationary and other racist practices have
been scarcely changed and at present the United States has achieved virtually the same
levels of de facto residential racial segregation by choice and economics as it once did
under Jim Crow laws.21 With our post racial imaginary we are able to perceive equality
as the norm while in real terms the racist system hasn’t changed as drastically. Particularly in the construction of cyber-communities, preexisting structures, style communication, and “systematic social meanings . . . enable participants to imagine themselves
as a community.”22 Political attachments online are embedded in our off-line contexts.
In order to understand the imaginary mobilized on Stormfront we need to delve
through the historical debris that shapes the affective ties that frame the
movement.
Race, Passions, and Public Imaginaries
Stormfront represents a particular form of passionate politics (Mouffe 2002) that demonstrates the affective terrain shaping imaginaries is not inherently libratory. This is
contrary to optimistic accounts, such as one by Mark Hansen, which argues that
affectivity is prepolitical or preindividual, and exists as bodily sensation that can be
mobilized in revolutionary resistance to subjectivity and individuation. Engaging with
the work of Mark Poster, who argues that the disembodied nature of computermediated communication transforms racial and ethnic identity,23 and the philosophy
of Giorgio Agamben, Hansen sees the Internet as providing a space of awareness and
disruption between social categories and subjectivation. In this view resistance against
racial subjectivation will take the form of “collective individuation rooted in the
exposure of the affective basis of life, the excess of bodily life in relation to itself.”24
Assuming that affectivity is not affected by subjectification is problematic in that
affective life is clearly shaped by our interpellated subjective attachments. While the
rupture provided by the Internet between social categories and our interpellation into
them certainly has the potential to lead towards a post-identitarian subject, we must
also theorize the limitations that impede this possibility. In the case of white nationalist cyber-activists on Stormfront, they are clearly motivated by their subjective attachments to bolster their social categories for highly emotional ends. This also complicates
an understanding of the democratic possibilities of tactical media. While the mobilization of affect may not inherently lead to political action, it is imperative to understand
the links that tie affect to political engagement. Regarding white nationalism, movement members are fighting against the possible desubjectifying trends in global capitalism, its challenges to the nation-state and its national imaginaries. The mobilized
imaginary of Stormfront utilizes the Internet to reinscribe meanings on bodies that
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are no longer conclusively achieved through interpellation by national media and the
nation-state, bolstering perceived social divisions that foreclose the possibility of
democratic engagement.
My argument is that the concepts and their associated sentiments mobilized in the
white nationalist movement are historical products of modern Western nationalism,
now mobilized against the challenges to the nation-state under neoliberalism. While
the Internet provides a space for radical rearticulations of political possibilities and
subjectivities, Stormfront members instead advocate rearticulations of deeply historical subject positions. While the temptation is great to study such a movement as
deviant, in actuality white nationalism draws on significant, dominant Western concepts of race and nation and the subjective identities these concepts create.25 The type
of subjectivation that occurs through participation in the site is not libratory or new,
but instead is deeply historical and connected to broader regimes of power.
Such an analysis challenges the simplistic optimism present in certain analyses of
new media in an emerging, post national world. Certainly new media create the possibility of new imaginaries given the decline in the nation-state under neoliberal
globalization. Yet Stormfront shows us that our contemporary moment is not free of
historical debris. If we read our current moment and its possibilities with a more
nuanced understanding of historical epochal change, such as that articulated by
Raymond Williams (1977), we have a clearer understanding of the possibilities afforded
our current moment. Williams argues that epochal change does not occur through
ruptures, but any given time contains emergent, residual, and dominant cultural elements, signaling possibilities of the present and thus of the future. While Arjun
Appadurai’s (1996) claim that movement towards postnationalism can free the imagination to construct communities no longer bound by national borders and exclusive
imaginaries, this will not always be the case. The diasporic public spheres imagined
by Appadurai are certainly proliferating, but so are other public spheres that bolster
various regimes of power. Residual elements of the national era exist as structures of
feeling of our previous time and can be mobilized in new, antidemocratic ways. The
movement to postnationalism certainly does not come with a clean sociopolitical or
cultural slate.
Appadurai’s analysis of the movement to postnationalism is based on Benedict
Anderson’s Imagined Communities, where Anderson argues that nations are imagined
political communities whose emergence is related to the development of print capitalism. I think it useful to engage another study of nationalism, that of Etienne Balibar.26
Balibar argues that national imaginaries serve to construct the “people.” Given that
“(n)o modern nation possesses a given ‘ethnic’ basis,” then “(t)he fundamental problem . . . is to produce the people. More exactly, it is to make the people produce itself
continually as national community.”27 The “people” of the modern nation-state can
also be described as the “public,” a construct which, like the people, requires elabora-
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tion. This took a very consistent form in the modern nation. Through their interpellation as subjects, simultaneous groups are constructed through the subordination and
relativization of differences between the “citizens” “in such a way that it is the symbolic difference between ‘ourselves’ and ‘foreigners’ which wins out and which is lived
as irreducible.”28 Implicit within this production of the people or the public is the
reproduction of its form, with the enemy or outsider consistently serving to consolidate the people within a “fictive ethnicity” of language and race.
Balibar’s writing provides two significant cautions to this current analysis on whitenationalism and tactical media. The first is that the “public” is historically constructed
not simply as a space of exchange of discourse and political engagement, but also on
a false shared assumption of similarities in relation to external others outside the
bounds of political engagement. Key to my analysis is that the historical and institutional practices of racializing private spaces have helped to secure a racially segregated
imagined public sphere. In the United States, the securing of segregation under Jim
Crow laws and the national implementation of redlining practices through the Federal
Housing Act and through countless antimiscegenation laws helped to construct a
national polity that could be imagined by whites as a white polity. The private segregation of people of color by whites correlated with a fantasy of the nation as white,
or at least controlled by whites. This racially privileged citizenship was only expanded
after significant antiracist struggle. Given the centrality of race in historically shaping
the imagined public sphere, it is interesting that much political theory treats race as
a nonissue regarding political practice. Carl Schmitt articulated this tension when he
stated that the political is sensible “only in the context of ever present possibility of
the friend-and-enemy groupings,” a conceptualization that liberalism fails to observe
or understand in its inability to grapple with collective identities.29 Chantal Mouffe
(2002) argues that to challenge this antagonistic opposition that forecloses the possibility of democratic engagement, we must keep political divisions in the realm of the
political, and not slip into moral condemnation or perceptions of enmity. Instead
she calls for the fostering of agonistic relationships based on recognizing different
positions that are capable of struggling with and against each other. For Mouffe, this
requires maintaining an oppositional politics of left and right and not collapsing
political beliefs into moral oppositions. If we include in this challenge the recognition
of the structuring role of race in dividing political identities and imaginaries, agonistic
politics requires building multiracial, antiracist political identities that disrupt the
relationship between whiteness and an exclusive public, creating the possibility of
antiracist political identification.
The second caution Balibar provides us with is that the production of the public
involves creating the conditions for its internal reproduction. While Anderson highlights the role of the national media in constructing the imagined national community, Balibar argues that the production of “the people” includes their instruction to
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reproduce themselves and the idea of their unification as a national community. While
old media work to produce the public, the participatory nature of new media does
not ensure the end of exclusive national imaginaries. Even as new media and changes
in the geopolitical order are creating the possibilities of new interpellations and breaks
with the bodily inscriptions of race, nation, and gender, the people can continue to
reproduce themselves. This can occur through the continued embrace of a particular
ideology, but more so through the interpellation as citizen-subjects that involves a
sentimental education to invest in the national imaginary. As this interpellation functions at the sentimental and subjective levels, it makes sense that these restrictive
national imaginaries continue to find articulation online, the people tend to reproduce
themselves even as they face the possibility of imagining themselves anew.
As Balibar elaborates, this internal reproduction of solidarity is facilitated by
the mutual production of external enmity. The people, or public, prove their solidarity
through the continual emphasis on the division between “us” and “them.” This
raises a provocative question, virtually ignored in liberal political theory: Does the
public need an enemy? This indeed has traditionally been the case and race has consistently served this function of marking insiders from outsiders or citizens from subjects or enemies.30 While this logic is clearly evident on Stormfront, this analysis raises
questions about how widespread racial citizenship actually is. While Stormfront articulates an explicitly racialized understanding of citizenship, we should ask: In which
other movements and mobilizations is the public imagined (though likely unacknowledged) as racialized and exclusionary? The discourse of the citizen almost exclusively
fails to acknowledge its reliance on the imagined community of the nation as
the context for constricting and constructing the public sphere and its multiple
exclusions.
White-nationalist online organizing provides a clear example of how well cyberactivism can serve in the production of an enemy, giving further credence to Dean’s
argument that the imaginaries produced online can avoid democratic forms of engagement, instead creating segmentary bubbles of likemindedness against which enemies
must be imagined and constructed. Stormfront is tactically and ideologically organized
to limit the possibility of any opposition to white-nationalism. As mentioned above,
one of the most consistently popular forums is “Opposing Views,” the section of the
site dedicated to white-nationalist critics to voice their opinions. A posting to the site
by one of its opponents includes the following statement: “The world doesn’t need a
bunch of clinically insane paranoids spreading the word of hate. Enjoy your site while
it lasts because some day this hate site will be shut down for good and hopefully all
WN members end up where they belong . . . in jail.”31 Although the responses vary,
they tend to follow two themes. One theme focuses on the First Amendment’s protection of free speech. However, the majority of the responses tend to discount this
comment by racializing the writers, whether or not the authors gave indication of
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their own racial identification. Members respond through explicitly labeling the opponent as racialized (“I’ll see you when I get there negro”)32 or through racially coded
insults (“Why are you posting here? Did you lose your basketball?”).33 This theme is
echoed throughout the site in a racial tautology where any criticism of white nationalism will be assumed to come from a Jew or person of color and is systematically
discounted.
In my study of this nationalist community I have had to grapple with the relationship among politics and publics, morality and imagined communities. At least in
my reading of U.S. political history, the polity has always been organized and riven
by race, which complicates an understanding of the possibility of democratic politics.
How does this challenge our conceptions of political antagonism and the possibilities
of democracy? As nationalism and democracy are both products of the modern era,
has democratic practice not always been defined by and limited to the national imaginary, originally overtly excluding those dubbed racially other and inferior?
Concluding Thoughts and Democratic Possibilities
Currently, the white nationalist movement remains peripheral. Its impact on the
majority of citizens in the West is miniscule, its rampant anti-Semitism and thinly
veiled racism are marginalized, and its membership is comparatively small. However,
the movement’s current insignificance should not be taken as a sign of comfort. One
only has to look back to Germany in 1920 and the way that an ambitious, young
anti-Semite began to work steadfastly to bring his radical ideology to mainstream
Germany to understand the potential threat of even a highly marginal group. Perhaps
it seems extreme and overwrought to compare the potential of radical racist movements to Hitler and the Nazi party and I hope this is indeed an extreme comparison,
but I don’t think it is unwarranted. As Carol Swain writes, “Mass movements . . . often
begin with small fringe groups, but grow and eventually become part of the mainstream.”34 In 1920, the Nazi party was a peripheral political group with only 6 percent
public support. With the synergistic mix of Hitler’s charismatic ability to speak to
crowds, the successful tapping into German fears and insecurities posed by the post–
World War I economic downturn and loss of international political power, and the
strategic accumulation of political, educational, and organizational reach, the Nazi
party slowly worked its way into political power. While the imagined community
being built on Stormfront is not currently focused on creating immediate political
change, it is providing the resources, imagination, information, and relationships
which can easily be tapped into for more overt political projects in the future. They
are reconstructing a racial public imaginary which can serve as the basis for a variety
of types of political engagements. Therefore, although it is hard to imagine the
white-nationalist movement gaining a national political presence, the increasing
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membership numbers on Stormfront promises the continued presence of dispersed
racial conflict and potential violence.
The tactical mobilization of racial sentiments on Stormfront gives us caution about
the continued existence of nationalist imaginaries even through new media communications that provide the possibility for liberatory politics and imaginaries. This
continuation of nationalist sentiments and subjectivities should challenge our thinking about political agency as it is expressed through various political engagements,
including tactical media. Political agency shapes our civic engagements; agency and
the subjective attachments that spur agency are thus a site, the site, of the protection
or destabilization of power, even if it is machinations of power which structure our
subjective identities. Democratic potential depends on “constructing new locations of
struggle, vocabularies, and subject positions that allow people in a wide variety of
public spheres to become more than they are now.”35 Racism and its nationalist practices have historically functioned to construct publics that rest on exclusionary imagined communities that preclude the possibility of political engagement with other
publics. Successful democratic politics rests on our ability to construct nonexclusionary publics. This can only be accomplished by addressing the political passions that
move people and by thinking through tactical interventions that allow people to
question and subvert power.
Such questions about race, passions, agency, and media mobilizations rarely emerge
in new media theory. While the trend in cyber-studies literature is to theorize the
Internet as a postracial space, the Internet itself seems to be employed to do the opposite. There is also an incredible lack of applied tactical interventions on the Internet
countering the messages of Stormfront and the hundreds of other racist and neo-Nazi
Web sites currently in operation. This lack of antiracist theory and practice, in contradistinction to the organizing savvy of the white-nationalist movement, leave
the playingfield of cyberspace tilted toward the success of conservative and whitesupremacist organizing. To counter this tendency we must ground our political analysis with an understanding of how people are making sense of their identities and
positions and the political possibilities which stem from them.
The Internet holds huge sway over how future politics and race relations will unfold.
In our increasingly globalized, interconnected, and diverse world, the hope is that
cyberspace will be a place where the centuries-old prejudices that have kept communities apart can finally be breached. The reality, sadly, is that currently the supremacists
are winning this race for the future, although my hope is that we can reverse this
trend.
Beyond the specific fears of increased white nationalist organizing, this analysis
provides two cautions to theorizing tactical media and political mobilizations more
generally. The first is on the role of passions in motivating political engagements
and the historical-cultural influences or interpellations which can be understood as
entrenched in affective life. Tied to this is the need to link studies of political mobili-
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zations to imaginaries that are drawn on, changed, and constituted through political
practice. While the imagination can function ideologically, creating an illusion of
political participation while sustaining practices that fail to impact the political
realm, we should not discount the workings of the imagination in political life.
While it is tactical practices that create political change, practices themselves are
spurred by a combination of affect, imagination, and relations, to political ideologies,
movements, organizations, or the like. Part of the work of the imagination is in constructing the public or political realm that one’s practices seek to change and to which
one belongs. The construction of an imagined community not only provides the
basis and frame for political action but simultaneously provides the needed sense of
belonging to a social collective or community. Imagined communities thus provide
both political and social purposes. They also inspire great significant emotional attachments. One Stormfront member’s signature quote demonstrates the significance of
affect in white nationalism in a quote attributed to Hitler: “The doom of a nation can
be averted only by a storm of flowing passion, but only those who are passionate
themselves can arouse passion in others.”36 This desire for and valorization of imagined communities is a political act in defining who belongs within and who remains
outside.
New and tactical media, in tandem and often in opposition to old media, work not
only to engage in official political processes, but also to create the illusion of a community of belonging. It is my argument that such shaping of the imagination is a
political project. Stemming from this is a challenge to our understanding of the goals
of prodemocratic, liberatory, tactical, and political interventions. While the difficult
political work is to tactically interject and work to change political processes (the
United States will not simply end its Iraq war because enough people desire it, but
when they demand it), tactical interventions that change, free, or expand the imagination should be seen as part of the political realm. While stirring residual sentimental
attachments has proven so successful for conservative movements, can we progressives
learn to broaden our political tactics through a recognition that political identities are
based as much on passion and affect as on rational intent? What would progressive
political tactics look like that focused on mobilizing affect and responding to our needs
for group identity and community? Our ability to mobilize emergent identities and
imaginaries of inclusion will certainly determine the possibilities of our political
futures. To move beyond exclusive imaginaries of race we have to challenge racism
and its structuring role in our on- and off-line identities, communities, and political
affinities.
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